
Incident Sep. 19, 2022:
Extended Delays in Orders
Processing
Availability: All accounts were available but faced extended delays in orders
processing.

% of clients affected: All accounts were affected by the extended delays.

Duration of incident: 3h52min

Symptoms

Between 19h55 UTC and 23h47 UTC, some orders didn’t process their automatic
timeout transition at their scheduled time and were stuck in a window-to-cancel state for a
while, even if no grace period was configured.

Summary

At 18h19 UTC, we started a load test on some internal modules crucial to the
platform's stability during Black Friday. At 22h05 UTC, our alert system indicated that some
internal modules were degraded.

At 22h12 UTC, we identified that some orders were not being transitioned to their
following status at their scheduled time, getting stuck in a window-to-cancel state, even if
no grace period was configured.

Upon later investigation, we discovered that a specific queue we used in the orders
workflow system started to accumulate messages at 19h55 UTC, causing the delay for the



orders to process. As we downscaled the internal modules environments before the load
test was finished, many test orders weren’t processed, causing the issue.

At around 22h45 UTC, we increased the number of instances of our systems to
process the stuck orders faster, and at 23h47 UTC, all orders were processed, and the
problem stopped happening for all stores. It’s important to note that all accounts placed
orders as usual and that sales were not affected during the incident.

Timeline

[2022-09-20 18:19 UTC] We started a load test on crucial internal modules.
[2022-09-20 19:55 UTC] Our internal queue started to accumulate messages.
[2022-09-20 22:05 UTC] Our alert system indicated that the orders workflow system was
degraded.
[2022-09-20 22:12 UTC] We identified that orders were stuck in a window-to-cancel state.
[2022-09-20 22:45 UTC] We increased the number of instances of our systems.
[2022-09-20 23:43 UTC] Error alarms were resolved.
[2022-09-20 23:47 UTC] We could confirm that all orders were being processed correctly
and the problem stopped happening.

Mitigation strategy

During the incident, we increased the number of instances of our systems to process
the stuck orders faster. This operation reduced the full queue's number of messages more
quickly, the degraded module got healthy, and the problem stopped happening for all
stores.

Follow-up actions: preventing future failures

For us to continue to be the trusted partner to the success of our clients, our team is
working on doubling the efforts to implement more anomaly detection alerts that would help
us find out sooner if any degradation is in progress. We are committed to improving our
systems to guarantee a reliable and trusted experience.


